Structural dynamical monitoring and fault diagnosis are of great importance to diagnose/prognoses faults/failures of structures. To detect faults in the components of structures, many novelty methods are proposed [1, 2] . Lei et al. summarized the methods of the present fault diagnosis of planetary gearboxes, including modeling methods, signal processing methods, intelligent diagnosis methods, and other novelty methods [3] .
Although the present methodologies and techniques are feasible to resolve some problems, the emergence of nondestructive tests, structural health monitoring, and equipment evaluation using vibration information demands for the development of numerical simulation and experimental demonstration of new methodologies and techniques. For the numerical simulation of rotor-bearing systems, Xiang et al. presented a class of wavelet-based Rayleigh-Euler rotating beam element using B-spline wavelets on the interval (BSWI) to analyze rotor-bearing system [4] . Further, they proposed a new two-step methodology for detecting multiple faults in structures, in which the singularity detection techniques were employed to decompose the mode shape to reveal singularities and hence the fault locations and the fault severities at the identified locations were then assessed in the second step using the numerical simulation results and the traditional/intelligent optimization techniques [5, 6] . To detect the faults in real world structures (mechanical systems or civil structures), intelligent classification techniques might be the best way for the practice applications. However, the lack of the faulty samples will lead to the failure to detect faults in real world structural systems. Hence, numerical simulation plays a key role in the present fault detection methodology to obtain the simulated faulty samples to replace the measured ones. Therefore, the objective of this special issue is to present original research and review articles on the latest theoretical developments and experimental techniques in structural dynamical monitoring and fault diagnosis, such as diagnostics/prognostics/machine learning, numerical simulation modeling of structures with faults, structural health monitoring, nondestructive testing and evaluation, equipment evaluation using vibration information, and condition monitoring systems.
In the present special issue, we accepted research articles from Denmark, Japan, China, South Korea, Egypt, Iran, Turkey, Spain, Colombia, and Serbia after a strict peer review process. The research areas were within the topic of the special issue, for example, fault diagnosis of mechanical components (bearings, gears, diesel engine, and shafts), dynamical model updating of mechanical and civil structures, structural health monitoring of civil structures (builds and bridges), fatigue life analysis using vibration signals for the equipment evaluation, the construction of condition monitoring systems using the novel methods for mechanical systems and biomedical systems, lightweight investigation using vibration signals for vehicle engineering, numerical simulation of earthquake waveforms to the condition monitoring of civil engineering structures, and numerical simulation of structures.
For the fault diagnosis of mechanical components, in the paper "Study on Fault Diagnosis of Rolling Bearing Based on proposed a cutting tool processing cycle prediction scheme based on the fault classification using kernel principal components analysis (PCA).
For the construction of condition monitoring systems using the novel methods for mechanical systems and biomedical systems, the paper "Automatic Condition Monitoring of Industrial Rolling-Element Bearings Using Motor's Vibration and Current Analysis" by Z. Yang presented an automatic condition monitoring system using motor vibration and current analysis to evaluate the work conditions of rollingelement bearings. In the paper "Application of 2 Control Charts and Hidden Markov Models in Condition-Based Maintenance at Thermoelectric Power Plants" by E. Kisić et al., the condition-based maintenance systems using control charts and hidden Markov models were developed. In the paper "Determining Effects of Wagon Mass and Vehicle Velocity on Vertical Vibrations of a Rail Vehicle Moving with a Constant Acceleration on a Bridge Using Experimental and Numerical Methods" by C. Mızrak andİ. Esen, the wagon mass and vehicle velocity indemnification system was developed. In the paper "Modeling and Simulation of ProcessMachine Interaction in Grinding of Cemented Carbide Indexable Inserts" by W. Feng et al., the grinding monitoring system was developed. In the paper "Real Time Cardan Shaft State Estimation of High-Speed Train Based on Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition" by C. Yi et al., the real time cardan shaft state monitoring system using ensemble In summary, much effort should be made to connect the novelty methods and the fault/damage detection for the real world mechanical and civil structures.
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